
C3 Committee Meeting Minutes- 7 Aug 2019 
 
Attendees:  
- John Gregory, GSA 
- John Nguyen, BPA  
- Mario Battle, TSA/Associates program  
- Jose Diaz, TSA 
- Joyce Hamilla, OFEB 
- Murianna Thompson, HUD 
- Vanessa Krueger, HUD 
- Tony Ramirez, HUD 
- Bryan Bohn, BLM 
- Kevin Koelbel, FBI (Guest Speaker) 
- Colt Chester, FBI (Guest Speaker) 
- Mike Riedy, USDA 

- Candy Cates, Oregon Health Authority  
- Mark Mckay, USACE 
- Luis Lopez, FPS 
- Larry Anderson, USFS (Phone) 
- John Fitzgibbon, GSA (Phone) 
- Stuart Blanchette, USCG (Phone) 
- Sean Barry, BPA (Phone) 
- Kimberly Pierre, DOL (Phone) 
- Anthony Barber, EPA (Phone) 
- Patrick Nash, FBI (Phone) 
- Lindsay ?, FBI (Phone)

 
 
C3 Committee Chair Jose Diaz called the meeting to Order at 1300, and took Attendance. 
 
 
1. Welcome and Introductions 

● New OFEB website 
○ Emergency Management Page: please take some time when you leave 

and tell us what you think would be useful here. Any additional content 
you want? Any things that you think shouldn't be up there?  

○ Website link: http://www.oregonfeb.us/  
 

● Exercise Noble Wind- prep for Cascadia Exercise  
○ flyer with more information provided 
○ Scenario: Terrorism incident affecting sea ports in both Portland and 

Vancouver (Columbia River) with impact covering multiple counties in 
Portland and Vancouver. Plan for a 2o kilton nuclear detonation.   

    
● Cascadia Rising:  

○ June 13-17th 2022, national exercise 
○ can we get the FEMA person to participate in FEB meetings in the lead up 

to this? Board wants FEMA more involved  
○ Think about- what do we need to be doing in Oregon for this?  

 
2. Review and Approval of 21 Feb C3 Meeting notes  



● FBI talked, reviewed the weather advisories (winter advisories), explained who 
these messages go out too, planned virtual training exercises (ex. cyber security 
exercise), discussed community events and federal government shutdown.  

○ move forward that we approve the minutes, Joyce seconded. Minutes 
approved 
 

3. Member/Agency Updates:  
● Larry: Filled Buddy's (former forest service rep’s) position, evacuation drill coming 

up (internal to building, date for evac- 22nd of August, prep on the 15th, at Edith 
Green building)  

● GSA: just did a virtual exercise that went really well, supporting 5 declared 
disasters in Oregon, office continuity exercise in Edith Green  

● Coast guard- continuity exercise in Astoria in September, scenario- local 
earthquake and maybe a tsunami (does not affect Portland)  

● US Department of Agriculture: African swine fever is a really big issue across the 
country, 14 states have exercises with this, National Mass Care Exercise- 26th to 
29th of August in Springfield  

● Bureau of land management: The whole of DOI has become especially engaged 
in this area, and is now focused on about Cascadia 2022 

● Bonneville Power Administration: TSA is looking for an alternate operations 
facility, support crew at UofO at a symposium, National Preparedness month is 
coming up!  

● TSA: joint drill 9/11 on October 7th; two different Airport assessments, started to 
do some COOP training within own staff, airport is seeing about a 4% increase in 
people so get there with plenty of time to catch your plane!  

● Hud Office: Region ten emergency preparedness meeting 
● Army Corps of Engineers: Supporting joint field office in Vancouver, COOP 

exercises for prep in Cascadia 2022 
● Federal Protective Service- upcoming demonstrations in Portland, FPS will be all 

over Portland for the upcoming demonstrations (September 17th in particular). 
City and Law Enforcement taking an aggressive posture  

● Oregon Health Authority: starting to move towards regional planning for the 
Cascadia 2022 exercise, lots of new people so we are just building a new team!  

● OFEB: associates applications are coming out soon! Please nominate anyone in 
your agency that you think would benefit from having interagency communication 
and experience  

 
4. Earthquake VTTX AAR- John Nguyen, BPA 

● Oregon is caught in the middle, are your employees ready to react and respond 
accordingly to the worst day (earthquake)?  



● Cascadia Subduction Zone- trying to build resilience in the PNW  
● We are 15-20% likely to have a 9.0 earthquake in the next 50 years, and 50% 

likely of having an 8.0 earthquake  
● Earthquakes could cost many lives and $12 billion dollars  
● Resiliency Framework: focus on energy and utilities being more resilient over 

time and what things should be done to make you more resilient  
○ It can take weeks, months or years to really take care of all the rebuilding  

● Next time: how should we change building to make sure it is safer? Questions: 
what are we going to do differently after the fact?  

● After action review: 
○ importance of OFEB (consider all hazards, not just earthquakes, maybe 

also active shooters?)  
○ redundant systems (satellite phones, go bags- invest in ways to 

communicate), how are agencies talking-to each other? can different 
agencies get in touch with each other? can we have a centralized ratio 
frequency that we know to use?, (Associates program project- compile all 
these numbers and frequencies) 

○ think about what is really mission essential and who can stay home 
○ sharing information- consolidate and make easy to read when in an 

emergency 
○ how do we get back up and running after a large scale incident? 
○ how are we helping small businesses with this that don't have emergency 

plans? 
 
5. Portland FBI Infragard Information Sharing Program 

● Flyer is outdated- now up to 70k members 
● Not an FBI program. The FBI just provided the backbone and initial funding, as 

well as member vetting 
● The board determines what programs happen every year 

○ public- private partnership 
○ mostly from the private sector though 

● We have to be proactive not reactive! 
● We need to partner with subject matter exporters that will create a mutually 

beneficial relationship 
● Members complaining that they are getting too many emails a week so they are 

working on being able to filter emails by subject or region,  
● This is a networking tool 
● The FBI sponsors the program (they conduct background checks on everyone 

(criminal checks, citizenship checks), then people can go into chapters near them 



○ Day to day management is done by the board of directors, great for 
networking and recruitment, basically a C3 group with the public and 
private sector 

● Nonprofit, each chapter has its own 5013C status  
 

6. Outbrief on Cyber VTTX 
● Conversation about sharing best cyber practices (Ex. you should be wary of 

these types of emails- this is how you introduce a virus to your network) 
● Nightmare scenario- cyber attack in conjunction with a natural disaster 

○ people will try to exploit these situations, security is more relaxed 
(understandably)- this was a big vulnerability identified 

○ what platforms do you use if .gov goes down?  
■ Social media/facebook? 
■ OFEB is not on a .gov domain 

○ In the event of a cyber attack would be activate an EOC?,  
 
7. Outbrief on PODs Exercises:  

● sent out AAR for the pods exercise  
● John Fitzgibbon, GSA & Marybeth O’Leary, BPA were observers, with intent to 

bring exercise to 911 & Vancouver buildings  
● Who will be the new lead in EGWW, now that Buddy has moved on. Likely a FS 

rep 
 
8. National Language Service Corps 

● Group of people with language abilities who have volunteered to be used as a 
reserve if needed by state, local, federal entities 

● These people can be drawn on by different agencies if you need to reach a 
certain population 

● Joyce will send out link for this, available to federal, state, local, all levels of the 
government 

 
 
 
 


